


We’re bringing play to a new dimension.  
Introducing Forma, a sculptural take on traditional play structures.  

Clean, modern and unlike anything else. 
 

Forma uses asymmetrical shapes, unique angles and a mix of materials to create play 

that looks and feels brand new.  
Clear sightlines make it easy to see all the activity.  

Above, below, inside and out, there’s so much to explore with Forma! 
 

Forma brings a contemporary vibe to any play environment.  
With its architectural influences and endless colour possibilities,  

create the perfect complement to your play setting,  
whether you’re looking for a nature-inspired style or something more modern.  

 

Kids will love the dynamic, challenging, and inclusive play opportunities 

provided by Forma’s clean, angular design and sensory-rich mix of materials. 
 

 



Folio™ Balance Climber  
Model #307423 

 

The Folio Balance Climber contains three 
unique dynamic experiences in one unit.  
 

Whether shimmying across the slack line, 
bobbling on the bouncy cable-wrapped bal-
ance beam or traversing the wobbly steps, 
everyone can find the right level of challenge 
and fun. 
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Accommodates many kids at once on several 
activities 

The spring-mounted, cable-wrapped balance 
beam is at transfer height and the ends have 
cable supports to lean on while sitting 

Durable galvanized steel frame  
Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable 
and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber steps and 
Permalene® blocks provide challenging 
climbs 

Slack line constructed from black, extra-thick, 
polyester-reinforced textured rubber belting 

 



Footprint™ Balance Beam 

Model #307436 

 

Kids improve their balance and   
agility while traversing the length of 
the Footprint Balance Beam. 
 

Age Range: 2 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Durable galvanized steel frame  
Recycled plastic lumber beam adds 
to the visual and tactile interest 
 

Footprint™ Wobble 
Bouncer 
Model #307435 

 

The Footprint Wobble Bouncer 
matches the aesthetic of the 
Forma product line, but pro-
vides wiggly, bouncy fun!  
Great for solo or collaborative 
play. 
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Durable galvanized steel frame 
and springs.  Recycled plastic 
lumber beam adds to the visual 
and tactile interest 

Footprint™ Steppers 

 

Model # 307432  -  200mmH Stepper 
Model #307433  -  400mmH Stepper 
Model #307434  -  600mmH Stepper 
 

The Footprint Steppers enhance dis-
covery and exploration on the play-
ground. They fit perfectly into your 
Forma™ playground design.  
 

Age Range: 2 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Durable galvanized steel post ,       
Recycled plastic lumber steps add to 
the visual and tactile interest 
 



Forge™ Climber 
Model #307425 

 

The Forge Climber includes not only a large cable climber but 
also two unique panels with mirror cut-outs for sensory play. 
Cables are attached with revolutionary quiet connectors, so all 
you hear is the fun! 
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Active and sensory play included in a single unit 
Panels include mirrors and cut-outs for tracing activity 

Durable galvanized steel construction 

 

Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable and vandal re-
sistant, 
Recycled plastic lumber accents add to the visual and tactile 
interest 



Forma™ Giggle Jiggler® Climber 
Model #307438 

 

Little ones love to balance and shimmy on the Forma Giggle Jiggler Climber. A floating Hourglass panel 
and wood-grain stepper add extra activities for sensory and active play.  
 

Age Range: 2 to 5 Years 

 

Features: 
Clear play panel allows see-through play interaction, Durable galvanized steel frame 

Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber accents add to the visual and tactile interest 
Hourglass panel made of Permalene® and SteelX®  
Giggle Jiggler ring made from durable, UV-stable rotomolded polyethylene  



Fortress™ Multi Climber 
Model #307421 

 

With climbing challenges of varying difficulty, the Fortress Multi-Climber offers something for everyone. The 
asymmetrical shapes, unique angles, and mix of materials create play that looks and feels like nothing else. 
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Many different climbing challenges 

Durable galvanized steel frame  
Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber ladders on each end 

Flexible bridge constructed from black, extra-thick, polyester-reinforced textured rubber belting 



Foxtrot™ Multi Climber 
Model #307437 

 

The Foxtrot Multi-Climber contains so many activi-
ties to keep young ones entertained. Stepping pods, 
a side-to-side climber, a bouncy bridge, fun col-
oured shape sliders, and mixed materials provide 
active and sensory fun for many kids at once. Care-
givers will also appreciate the open sightlines. 
 

Age Range: 2 to 5 Years 

 

Features: 
Durable galvanized steel frame  
Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable and 
vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber side-to-side climber and 
stepping pods 

Flexible bridge constructed from black, extra-thick, 
polyester-reinforced textured rubber belting 

Permalene sliders and blocks  



Focal™ Sensory Wall 
Model #307430 

 

The Focal Sensory Wall has many activities to 
explore! Panels have play on both sides and   
opportunities for see-through interaction as well.  
 

With easy walk-up or roll-up access, everyone 
can participate in the fun.  
 

Age Range: 2 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Ring-a-Bell and Mirror Panel, Spinner and    
Magnet Panel, see-through Marble Panel, and 
see-though Steering Wheel Panel 
 

Durable galvanized steel frame  
Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable 
and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber accents and step 

 



Fox Den™ Hangouts 
Model #307431 

 

The Fox Den Hangouts offer kids a place to escape the hustle and 
bustle of a busy playground with comfortable seats in two sizes. 
Belting cutouts, open sides, and angled positions allow for either  
solo time or interaction with others. The gentle rocking motion is 
comforting, and the variety of materials provides visual and tactile 
interest. 
 

Age Range: 2 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Small and large seats accommodate users of many sizes 

Durable galvanized steel frame, Den frames made from SteelX and 
clear polycarbonate panels, Flexible seats constructed from black, 
extra-thick, polyester-reinforced textured rubber belting, Steel-
reinforced cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber accents and step 

 



Forma Sol Spinner™ 
Model #307426 

 

The Forma Sol Spinner provides the valuable 
spinning motion kids need for healthy growth and 
development. Plus, it's just plain fun! Like other 
Forma products, this one also includes a sensory 
element in the form of a Rain Sound Wheel   
Panel and a step to perch on or jump to the next 
activity. 
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Includes both active and sensory play elements 

Panel is positioned for walk-up or roll-up play 

Durable galvanized steel frame and springs  
Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable 
and vandal resistant 
Recycled plastic lumber accent step 

Forma™ Swing Frame 
Model #307429 

 

The clean, angular design of the Forma Swing 
Frame adds visual interest to any play setting. 
Seats with chains and fasteners are sold            
separately. 
 

Age Range: 2 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Durable galvanized steel frame  
Accommodates Full Bucket Seat, Half Bucket Seat, 
Flat, Moulded Seat, Belt Seat,  
Two swing seats per bay 

Beam height: 2.4mH 

 

Can be expanded with additional bays, model 
#316601 

 

 



Forma SlideWinder2® Slide 
Model #307428 

 

A belting ramp makes it easy get to the top of the 
Forma SliderWinder2 Slide, no matter how you 
choose to move.  
 

Then the slide whooshes back to the ground, curving 
back toward the entry point. Sliding fun for everyone! 
Plus, an accessible table and seats add opportunity 
for imaginative play.  
 

Age Range: 5 to 12 years 

 

Features: 
Transfer deck and belting ramp provide easy access 
to the slide 

 

SteelX slide hood has built-in handlebar 
Durable galvanized steel frame  
 

Steel-reinforced cables are extremely durable and 
vandal resistant 
 

Recycled plastic lumber table and seats 

 

Flexible ramp constructed from black, extra-thick, 
polyester-reinforced textured rubber belting 

Slide made from durable, UV-stable rotomolded 

polyethylene  



   

For further information 

Contact one of our Consultants 

02 9725 5604 


